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1 Issues and Objectives 
 

The SNCF Safety Directorate has undertaken a strategic reflection on ways to significantly 

reduce the frequency of SREs, remarkable safety events, and ES, safety events, precursors of 

serious accidents. In particular, it is interested in events of this type depending on the reliability 

of front-line operators, such as train drivers (ADC) and traffic officers (AC). For the former, 

these are no-urges stop signal crossings (FSA) and speed limit (DVL) crossings. For the latter, 

it is shipping without order or with wrong order. The indicative objective is to substantially 

reduce these types of SREs by 2023. Their current perimeter covers around 90 ESR and 1200 

ES annually. 

 

The traditional strategy aims to reduce the frequency of these events by analyzing the causes of 

those that occur, and the attempt to eradicate the factors of cause re-represented or anticipated. 

With regard to events related to front-line actors, this strategy includes corrective actions such 

as "FOH": improved work environments, procedures (e.g. simplification), ergonomics of 

agent/work tools interfaces, technical skills training but also non-technical; implementation of 

"human reliability tools" (pre-job briefings, checklists, self-checks and cross-checks, secure 

communication, etc.); strengthening and bringing management closer together; strengthening 

teamwork, etc.  

 

This strategy works well, but only to a certain extent. Beyond this point, we stumble upon the 

intrinsic limits of human reliability, i.e. on an incompressible "background noise" of "errors" 

associated with an inevitable repetition of the same causes, or on the contrary their renewal both 

unpredictable and inexorable. The performance of safety improvement efforts then declines 

rapidly, and the traditional strategy of improving human reliability must be extended through a 

more systemic approach to reducing the criticality of human reliability in the safety model (i.e., 

reducing the dependence of system safety on human reliability). Such an approach may be 

based, for example, on reducing exposure to risk (or even withdrawal from exposure) pro-

cessing processes, or adding automatic protections.  

In defining and adjusting a safety improvement strategy, it is therefore pri-mordial to be able to 

position ourselves in relation to these 'aymptotic' situations, and to know how to re-create their 

approach.  

 

A first way to do this is to directly monitor the evolution of the effectiveness of safety clear-

ances, in order to detect the appearance of diminishing yields. This obviously implies a specific 

ability to measure so-called "secure" investments and results obtained, which is far from easy 

on the one hand, and it also requires being able to discriminate against the effects of the invest-

ments in question. effects of other changes over the period.  

 

Another way to do this, or even complementary to above, is to objectify the perceived human 

reliability of the agents concerned, and to comparize it with scientific or empirical references, 

in the railway field or comparable activities, indicating what can be achieved.  

 

This note aims to contribute to this second approach, by providing a framework for assessing 

the reliability of operators and then using it to assess the current situation through the data that 

can be collected at this stage.   
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2 References in matter of human reliability 

2.1 Metrics in human reliability [1] 

The Human Reliability Assessment (HRA) was born as a methodological approach in the 

United States in the early 1960s in the field of defence. The aim was to take into account the 

probability of human error, as well as technical failures, in the reliability analyses associated 

with strategic missile operations. The work focused on the development of databases concern-

ing the generic reliability of elegy human actions such as activating a push button. They have 

failed because the notion of human reliability at this level of granularity makes no sense: it 

varies by several orders of magnitude depending on the goals and contexts of the activity in 

which these actions are inserted. However, research and development on the issue continued 

until the late 1970s. 

 

In 1979, the psychological shock of the Three Mile Island nuclear power plant accident brought 

the issue of human reliability into the spotlight. The result has been the development of several 

methods of taking human error into account, known as "1st generation. They are based on the 

decomposition of activities into tasks, and the assessment of the probability of failure of these 

tasks. This is obtained through the use of a standard error probability database, and a calculation 

of the influence on these basic values of factors such as stress, time pressure or equipment 

design. Sometimes the 'calculation' is supplemented by the use of expert judgments.  

 

The main method is THERP (Technique for Human Error Rate Prediction), which remains in 

use today. THERP is based on the work of Swain and Guttman of Sandia Laboratories, pub-

lished in 1983 [2], and was developed for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commis-Sion (NRC). 

The method predicts a probability of human error (HEP: Human Error Probability) associated 

with a type of error. The prediction is based on a database of generic error frequencies (data 

based on Swain's experiments, and never published... and data from early U.S. defense studies). 

These generic values are then particularized to take into account the specifics of the task through 

the concept of Performance Shaping Factors (PSF). The possibilities of common modes of error 

are also taken into account in the calculation, which is important. The result is an average value 

of the probability of error for a given task, with an uncertainty range of 5%-95%.  

 

THERP has been criticized for the same reasons as the attempts of the 1960s: its decomposition 

of the activity into tasks (even if they are less basic) and its difficulty in taking contexts into 

account. The very wide variability of human reliability according to goals and contexts is indeed 

difficult to accommodate such modelling, even by challenging a fairly generic error taxonomy 

and involving "Performance Shaping Factors". In a humorous way, it was said that the proba-

bility of error established under this type of method was in the form 1.47.10-4- -10-2. 

 

This substantive criticism, considering that the activity is still located and finalized, and there-

fore cannot be isolated from its context, gave rise to the development in the 1990s of a "2nd 

generation" of HRA methods that holistically reason about modes of failure of the expected 

function or the overall mission in the situation, and no longer on the error of the operators 

considered in isolation. CREAM [3] , ATHENA [4], MERMOS [5] (developed by EDF), 

CAHR, are the best known of this method. They are sometimes used in industry but are quali-

tative, not quantitative, and remain complex.  

 

In parallel with this development of second-generation methods, people have continued to work 

on simplified and improved versions of first-generation methods. In 1986 Williams published 

the Human Error Assessment and Reduction Tech-nic (HEART] method. The method 
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incorporates the principles of THERP but with a much more generic (and therefore limited) 

error database. Its use was made simpler and more flexible. A generic task list (GTT) is asso-

ciated with a database of error probabilities on those tasks. For a specific task, the GTT is cho-

sen that best suits it, which provides a first quantification of error probability. Performance 

factors - here called Error Producing Conditions (EPC) - are each associated with a maximum 

effect (a multiplier) on the probability of basic errors. This maximum effect is then weighted 

by an impact factor on the actual task, appreciated by expert judgment.  

 

The practicality of the HEART method has earned it good success in the industry, but the re-

verse of this simplicity was the difficulty in matching the general errors processed by the 

method and the errors made in practice in a industry on specific tasks. This difficulty has led to 

the development of party-cularized versions in certain areas, sometimes referred to as 3rd gen-

eration methods. This family is derived from HEART, narA (Nuclear Action Reliability As-

sessment) for nuclear, CARA (Controller Action Reliability Assessment) for air traffic control, 

and RARA (Railway Action Reliability) Assessment) [7] for the railway sector. Appendix 1 

shows how to proceed with the RARA method.  

 

In parallel to these methodological developments specific to certain areas, an effort has been 

made to develop a common database on the probability of generic errors. The CORE-DATA 

database was originally developed in 1995 at the University of Birmingham [7] and computer-

ised with the support of the British Health and Safety Executive in 1999 [8] [9] [10]. This 

database includes data collected in the following industries: nuclear, offshore, manufacturing, 

railways, chemicals and aviation. She remains housed at the University of Birmingham and is 

not open access. 

2.2 Interactions with the issues  

 

HRA methods have been, and still are, developed to support proactive risk management ap-

proaches. The objective is then to assess or even quantify the probability of human error (i.e. 

clearly errors of front-line operators) that could play a more or less critical role in the reliability 

or safety of the systems in design course. The ambition is therefore high: the predictive quanti-

fication of the "mistakes" of front-line operators.  

 

In our case, the ambition is a little different. The aim is to compare the human reliability found 

in real operations in specific activities, with reference values, in order to infer the existence or 

absence of margins of progression. This is a more reasonable ambition, because the system is 

known and the measurement of current reliability should not be insurmountable. And because 

this is an overall reasoning, we can be satisfied with the average values: it is not necessary to 

determine the ranges of variation in the number of different context factors (which pose the 

most difficulty). We want to compare the (average) values observed with a reference of what is 

reasonably possible to expect from human performance. The basic values of generic error fre-

quencies used in HEART or its domain derivatives can therefore be taken into account.  

 

The difficulty is then to find the right matches between the activities considered and the generic 

"tasks" that appear in the nomenclature of the method. Establishing these corres-pondances, i.e. 

translating HEART's generic vocabulary into business vocabulary, was precisely the goal of 

rarA's development in the railway world, under the aegis of the RSSB. Unfortunately, the cor-

responding data is not freely available on the RSSB website, or even on the SPARK part re-

served for members, for non-RARA members. However, generic values and EPC coefficients 
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can be found in the RSSB Railway Action Reliability Assessment User Manual - A technique 

for the quantification of human error in the rail industry [11].  

 

Les taux d’erreurs associés aux tâches génériques sont indiqués dans le tableau suivant : 

 
 

Tableau 1 : RARA- Probabilités d’erreur pour des tâches génériques 

 

Referring to this table, without taking into account the aggravating factors below, we can there-

fore consider, for example, that the reference reliability of closed signal compliance, which 

corresponds to the R1 category of the first line, is (1- 2x10-5).  

 

The value of (1-10-5) is in fact generally presented in the literature as the unsurpassable limit 

of human reliability for simple automated tasks.  

 

The Impact of Performance Factors (EPC) is shown in the following table 

:  
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Tableau 2 : RARA- Effets des conditions de production d’erreur 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On trouve également quelques exemples de calcul fait pour certaines opérations spécifiques : 

 

Ouverture des portes par un conducteur de 

train 

Détection d’un signal d’anomalie dans une 

tâche de contrôle en maintenance 
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As part of its Bow Tie-based Safety Risk Model (SRM), the RSSB also maintains a very com-

prehensive database of the relative frequency of accident precursors, including SPADS (Signal 

Passed at Danger). But (at least in the part of SPARK accessible to ordinary members without 

special rights) the frequency values are related to the activity (ex trains-km) and not to the 

number of exhibitions.  

 

The MRS therefore does not allow, as it stands, the access conditions to specify the values of 

the previous tables, as it does not allow the denominators of the 'number of failures/number of 

exposures' fractions to be determined.  

3 Application for Train Drivers (TD) and traffic Controlers (TC) SNCF 
 

3.1 Datas  

3.1.1 TD :  

 

Pour les besoins  d’étude, nous avons convenu des approximations suivantes pour les ADC, 

pour chaque thème : 

 

1. FSA + FSE (Franchissement de signal d'arrêt – FSA,  et franchissement de signal évité par 

un automatisme - FSE) 

12000 ADC, réalisant chacun 170 JS/An (journée de service par an) 

Nous faisons l'hypothèse qu'un ADC rencontre 2 signaux fermés/JS (en mode nominal, 

chaque train étant dans son sillon, tous les signaux sont normalement "ouverts", ce 

chiffre est donc « à dire d'expert »). 

Ceci conduit à 4 080 000 signaux fermés rencontrés.  

140 FSA/FSE en 2017 ==> taux de franchissement de 3,5. 10-5 /SF 

 

2. Omissions d'arrêt 

13000 trains /jour (JOB), avec 5 arrêts en moyenne  (à dire d'expert) 

Soit 65000 arrêts par jour et 16 900 000 arrêts annuels (260 jours) 

1000 omissions d'arrêt en 2017  ==> taux d’omission d’arrêt de 6.10-5/arrêt demandé 

 

3. Portes ouvertes TGV 

2000 ADC Tgv avec 170 JS/an, avec 3 séquences ouv./ferm. portes par JS (à dire d'ex-

pert) 

Soit 255 000 manœuvres de portes/an. 

4 ESR en 2017 ==> taux d’erreur de 1,5 10-5/séquence d’ouv/ferm 

 

Nota 1 : Si on voulait faire une estimation un peu plus étayée, il faudrait trouver le 

nombre d’arrêts auprès de SNCF Réseau. 

 

Nota 2 : une étude du RSSB sur le sujet pour la période Oct 2010-Mars 2013 fait état 

de fréquences d’ouverture beaucoup plus élevées (88 manœuvres par jour et par con-

ducteur en moyenne), et d’une fréquence d’erreur constatée nettement plus faible de 

3.10-6). 

 
4. DVL >15 (Dépassement de vitesse limite supérieur à 15km/h) 
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13000 trains /jour pendant 260 jours soit 3 380 000 trains.  

5 à 10 transitions de vitesse par train et par jour (à dire d'expert) soit entre 16 900 000 et 

33 800 000 transitions de vitesse par an.  

1000 (590 + 350) DVL>15 en 2017 ==> taux de DVL>15 entre 3 et 6 10-5 par transition. 

 

Note: If we wanted to make a slightly more substantiated estimate, we would have 

to study some trains such as Paris Amiens, Paris Clermont, Paris Brive, TGV Stras-

bourg Bordeaux, count the number of transitions speeds decreasing -15, reduce this 

number to 100 km and then estimate that each of the 13,000 daily trains are 100 km 

long. This would result in a number of speed reductions that would be reduced to 

the number of DVL-15s 
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3.1.2 TC : 

 

Les événements de défaut d’ordre concernent soit des ordres erronés soit des trains expédiés 

sans ordre. On dispose des chiffres suivants pour les défauts d’ordres en IdF : 

 

Types d'Ordres 

nbre 
d'ordres  

        

 Risques causés par l'ESOP 
Conséquence Ul-
time 

AVEN (Enrayages) 
542 

heurt nez à nez 
heurt prise 
en écharpe 

heurt 
Rattra-
page 

atteinte aux per-
sonnes (Décès) 

BAPO (Baissé Panto) 

65 

arrachement 
de caténaire 

    

Infrastructure en-
dommagée - Mobil 
endommagé - Voie 
Impraticable 

DERA (Reprise de Gardiennage PN) 
156 

Heurt voiture 
heurt pié-
ton 

  
Atteinte aux per-
sonnes (Décès) 

DIPU (Dérangement installation 
destinées aux Public)  11 

heurt Voya-
geurs 

    
Atteinte aux per-
sonnes (Décès) 

OCAR (Ordre de Circuler avec Res-
triction) 

3646 

déraillement 
heurt cir-
culation 

heurt 
voya-
geur ou 
tiers 

Atteinte aux per-
sonnes (Décès) 

Passe Partout 
367 

déraillement 
heurt cir-
culation 

heurt 
piéton 

Atteinte aux per-
sonnes (Décès) 

RATO (Raté d'ouverture PN) 
1694 

Heurt voiture 
heurt pié-
ton 

  
Atteinte aux per-
sonnes (Décès) 

VAIG (Vérification Aiguille) 
117 

déraillement     
Atteinte aux per-
sonnes (Décès) 

VECA (Vérification Caténaire) 

33 

arrachement 
de caténaire 

    

Infrastructure en-
dommagée - Mobil 
endommagé - Voie 
Impraticable 

VEFE (Vérification Feux routiers PN) 
121 

Heurt voiture 
heurt pié-
ton 

  
Atteinte aux per-
sonnes (Décès) 

VEVO (Vérification Voie) 
50 

déraillement     
Atteinte aux per-
sonnes (Décès) 

Total ordres ci dessus délivrés 
par EIC Parisiens en 2017 

6802 
ayant donné lieu à : 7 ESOP EN 2017 / 13 EN 2016 / 5 EN 
2016 / 5 EN 2014 / 8 EN 2013 

Total tous types d'ordres déli-
vrés par 5 EIC IDF en 2017 

8237 
    

 

 

En 2017 on a donc 6802 ordres délivrés par les EIC Parisiens et 7 ESOP, dont 2 ESR, soit un taux 
d’erreur conduisant à l’ESR d’environ 3. 10-4 / ordre délivré.  

3.2 Discussion 

 

A family of national-based figures is available for TDs that cover errors associated with differ-

ent actions (respecting a stop signal, closing doors, modulating speed, etc.) and which are nev-

ertheless remarkably similar. Values range from 1.5 to 6.10-5 "failures" per share, depending 
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on the nature of the action. While they have been established by fairly crude approximations, 

and will need to be refined by more precise and robust methods, it is unlikely that they will be 

able to obtain scales that cause them to change their order of magnitude.  

 

Subject to confirmation of current estimates, it can therefore be said that the reliability of TDs, 

on these actions considered critical to safety, revolves around (1-5.10-5), which constitutes, 

according to the literature review summarized in Section 2, a value that is in the order of mag-

nitude of the attainable maximum, but with a potential margin of progression of about a factor 

2.  

 

However, it is unlikely that such progress will be achieved on a constant basis, by the sole work 

on the "human reliability" of TDs (or in conventional terms by working on their "behaviour"). 

The most significant areas of progress are rather linked to changes in the socio-technical system 

concerned, for example 

: 
• Targeted correction of specific cognitive failure modes related to operational "traps" (such as 

the existence of exceptions to high regularities, such as the interruption of the warning-signal 

signal sequence closed by a station stop).  

• Re-design of HMIs to improve their ergonomics by making the presentation of in-trainingmores 

more intuitive and/or incorporating decision aids 

• The addition of automatic catch-up loops 

For CAs, the figures available for the number of orders issued seem to be more accurate. 

But they cover a smaller base (the IDF) and are therefore likely to be affected by possible 

regional variability. Most importantly, given the low numbers, the logic of selecting "fail-

ures" associated with an SRA can cause the result to vary significantly. However, again, 

it is highly unlikely that an out-of-court assessment will change the order of magnitude.  

 

If we take the above calculated value of 3.10-4 as a failure rate in order of delivré, then we are 

on reliability levels of a lesser order of magnitude than that of the TDs. This in no way prejudges 

the relative position of TDs and ACs vis-à-vis their attainable optimum, because the trades are 

different, and the difference in numbers illustrates above all the great variability, already men-

tioned, of human reliability according to activity and operational and human contexts.  

 

The CAs figures point to good levels of reliability for this type of activity, but it appears that 

significant progress is still possible. To go further in this slide, one would need to strengthen 

confidence in the value of reliability obtained. In particular, it is envisaged to systematically 

record the order ings by processing BS over 1 month, which will allow this sampling to be an 

annual assessment. Another review should focus on the characterization of the selected events 

to ensure consistency with the SRS/TDs.  

 

Once the current reliability assessment has been consolidated and clarified, it will also be nec-

essary to specify and make the reference (the realistic target) to which this value will have to 

be compared. Referring to Table 1 and thus the HEART/RARA method, we are in the case of 

R2 tasks, associated with an average error probability of 4.10-4 per share. We can see that the 

current estimated value (3.10-4) is slightly better. But the range of probability values indicated 

by the table is very broad (from 7.10-3 to 8.10-5), which at the same time confirms a theoretical 

potential for significant progress (up to 2 orders of magnitude), and introduces a high uncer-

tainty about realistic expectations.  In this case only a benchmark would really make it necessary 

to decide. The question was asked of the DSNA as part of this study with regard to air traffic 

controllers (and an answer is still expected), but the ideal would be to have a comparison on the 
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same trade for example via the RSSB, or other rail players via the network of The UIC, OTIF, 

ERA, etc. 

 

For this category of staff, however, it can be considered "expert" that there is a margin of pro-

gress of a factor of 2 or 3, which can be achieved by introducing in a volontarist way traditional 

techniques of "reliability of human activity" (self-control, cross control, communication 3 

times, raising doubt, etc.), adapted to the activity 

.  

 

 

4 Conclusion 
 

Ce premier survol rapide d’une approche quantitative de la fiabilité des actions critiques pour 

la sécurité effectuées par les ADC et les AC suggère des premières hypothèses: 

 
• ADCs would be at a very efficient level, close to the maximum attainable in a constant system. 

Additional reliability efforts should therefore focus on an evolution of the sociotechnical system: 

improvement of HMIs, implementation of complementary automatic protections, and reduction 

of "risk exposure". 

• CAs, on the other hand, would be at an 'average' level in the category of activity under consid-

eration, and therefore likely to make more significant progress, including the implementation of 

so-called 'reliable human activity' (self-monitoring, cross-checking, 3-stroke communication, 

doubt ingeration, etc.) adapted to their business. 

These assumptions need to be validated or invalidated by an improvement in the accuracy and 

reliability of the estimates made at this stage on the reliability found, estimates that are made 

here either at a large stroke or on an overly localized basis. Benchmarking is also required to 

refine benchmarks (reasonable targets). 

 

In any case, the "measurement of exposure to these risks" will have to be consolidated, reliably, 

in order to be able to be permanently included in the tools of safety control, in a long time.  

 

In addition, the dissemination of the items presented should allow for the establishment of other 

types of SREs on which to establish a constant/regular measure of risk exposure, for example 

on THE fields of ST, and on other trades.  
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6 Appendix 1 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 


